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haps be suggested, without insular pride, that a smattering of
that language, or at least of French, might be desirable in such
officials. We produced the bill of health from Pernambuco in
ordinary course: this, however, did not satisfy the doctor. He
asked for that "from St. Vincent, then from Las Palmas, and
finally from Falmouth, though we pointed out that, as this had
been granted three months ago, it scarcely had a practical bearing
on the case: the virgin health of Bahia must, we felt, indeed be
immaculate to require such protection. Finally the bill was
stamped and passed. Then the officer handed in a marvellous
paper of directions given in English, which stated that " if the
captain went on shore all boats' crews were to return immediately
to the ship; that no one was to be on shore after 7 p.m.; no
fruit was to be bought from hucksters, and none was to be
eaten till it had been in a cool place for three days."
We felt that it had become our turn to inquire after the
health of Bahia, and it was reluctantly admitted that yellow
fever was raging. Upon hearing this we metaphorically gathered
our skirts around us, and, although greatly disappointed to miss
seeing the town, naturally decided that we would not land.
A quaint position then arose, as the doctor, with an eye probably
to the fee involved, stated that the ship could not leave unjess S,
went on shore and obtained a new bill of health, a proceeding
at which, as may be supposed, he drew the line. As the official
had no means of enforcing authority, victory remained with
Mana> but even so we were left wondering whether the stain on
our moral character of the Bahia endorsement of our certificate
would secure us quarantine at our next port. We spent the
night in the bay some distance from shore, in order that Mr.
Ritchie might test the compass by swinging the vessel.
After we left Bahia the coast-line was at times broken by
islands, and varied inland by hills which rose behind wooded
banks and sandy shores. We had plenty of time to make notes
of any features of interest, for the landmarks on the shore becaaae
quite old friends before we parted company. The weather
became cooler, the cabin thermometer ranging from 75° to 80°
but we met with ain unexpected and persistent head wind; long
tacks seemed to bring us but little forward, and Mana presented
the pathetic spectacle of a good ship struggling against adversity
The log day after day -gave the depressing chronicle of only

